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Purpose: In this study, the authors investigated whether errors with subject–verb agreement in monolingual Dutch children with specific language impairment (SLI) are influenced by verb phonology. In addition, the productive and receptive abilities of Dutch acquiring children with SLI regarding agreement inflection were compared.

Method: An SLI group (6–8 years old), an age-matched group with typical development, and a language-matched, younger, typically developing (TD) group participated in the study. Using an elicitation task, the authors tested use of third person singular inflection after verbs that ended in obstruents (plosive, fricative) or nonobstruents (sonorant). The authors used a self-paced listening task to test sensitivity to subject–verb agreement violations.

Results: Omission was more frequent after obstruents than nonobstruents; the younger TD group used inflection less often after plosives than fricatives, unlike the SLI group. The SLI group did not detect subject–verb agreement violations if the ungrammatical structure contained a frequent error (omission), but if the ungrammatical structure contained an infrequent error (substitution), subject–verb agreement violations were noticed.

Conclusions: The use of agreement inflection by children with TD or SLI is affected by verb phonology. Differential effects in the 2 groups are consistent with a delayed development in Dutch SLI. Parallels between productive and receptive abilities point to weak lexical agreement inflection representations in Dutch SLI.
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Specific language impairment (SLI) is a language disorder that affects approximately 7% of kindergarten children (Tomblin et al., 1997). It is generally assumed that affected children have difficulties acquiring language without any known causes such as hearing loss, neurological disorder, or general developmental delay (Leonard, 1998), although several studies have noted genetic and neurological correlates (see, for a review: Schwartz, 2009). One area of language typically affected by the impairment is morphosyntax, with cross-linguistic differences regarding which morphosyntactic properties show developmental delays in SLI (Leonard, 2009). In Dutch, SLI manifests itself in errors with verb inflection (Blom, de Jong, Orgassa, Baker, & Weerman, 2013; de Jong, 1999; Orgassa, 2009; Verhoeven, Steenge, & van Balkom, 2011; Wexler, Schaeffer, & Bol, 2004). The present study aimed at enhancing our insight into the factors that codetermine verb inflection errors in Dutch SLI by investigating, first, the role of phonology and, second, parallels between production and reception.

Agreement Inflection in Dutch SLI

Studies on Dutch SLI consistently show that the production of subject–verb agreement is affected by SLI (Blom et al., 2013; de Jong, 1999; Orgassa, 2009; Verhoeven et al., 2011). Verbal agreement inflection in Dutch is highly regular; in the present tense indicative, speakers distinguish between three different forms: stem, stem + t and stem + en. There are few exceptions to these rules (e.g., suppletive zijn [be], some modal verbs lack the –t ending). The present study focused on regular agreement forms and in particular on the third person singular –t suffix, which shares phonological properties with the regular past tense form in English. In (1), the Dutch regular agreement paradigm is illustrated for the verb zoeken [search].

Disclosure: The authors have declared that no competing interests existed at the time of publication.
Ik zoek tense. Hence, it would be expected that stem + [I search] past tense suffix is functional.

In Dutch main clauses, finite verbs (i.e., verbs that express tense or agreement) are in left-peripheral second position, a property referred to as verb second or V2. In embedded clauses, finite verbs are sentence-final. Infinitives are homophonous with finite plural verb forms (stem + en, e.g., zoeken) but are in sentence-final position regardless of sentence type. Examples of placement of the finite verb versus the infinitive can be found in the Method section, example (3) versus example (7).

De Jong (1999) demonstrated in a group of children with SLI who were, on average, 7 years old that the third person singular suffix –t was accurately used in 61% of the obligatory contexts, much lower than the TD language-matched group—consisting of children who were on average 2 years younger—and the TD age-matched groups, who had an accuracy of 87% and 89%, respectively. The same two TD groups had an accuracy of more than 95% with third person plural –en in contrast to only 69% in the SLI children. Experimental data from children between ages 6 and 8 showed that despite a fairly high accuracy of 80%, children with SLI are outperformed by younger TD controls whose accuracy in the same task assessing all three forms of present-tense paradigm was 91% correct (Orgassa, 2009). Children ages 6 and older with SLI show incorrect use of bare verb stems in V2 position (de Jong, 1999; Orgassa, 2009; Verhoeven et al., 2011). Use of incorrect inflection is less frequent than incorrect bare verbs, whereas unambiguous use of plural forms in singular contexts is rare in Dutch SLI (Blom et al., 2013; de Jong, 1999; Orgassa, 2009; Verhoeven et al., 2011; Wexler et al., 2004).  

**Phonological Factors**

It has been observed that phonological factors affect SLI children’s use of verb inflection (Bishop, 1994). Inflecting a verb often leads to formation of a consonant cluster, and consonant clusters present a problem for children with SLI (in English: Bishop, North, & Donlan, 1996; Gathercole & Baddeley, 1990; Pharr, Bernstein Rattner, & Rescorla, 2000; in Dutch: Gerrits & de Bree, 2009). Marshall and van der Lely (2007) indeed found that English children with SLI tend to omit regular past tense inflection when the verb ends in a consonant cluster. Other studies on English past tense show that the quality of the stem-final consonant to which the suffix attaches is also important. For instance, children with SLI inflect verbs ending in nonobstruents (e.g., rolled) more often than verbs ending in obstruents (e.g., walked; Eyer & Leonard, 1994; Johnson & Morris, 2007; Marchman, Wulfeck, & Weismer, 1999; Oetting & Horohov, 1997). In other relevant studies, researchers looked at phonotactic probability. Phonotactic probability refers to the likelihood that a sound or sound sequence occurs in a particular part of a word or syllable (Kenstowicz, 1994). English children with SLI failed to use past tense marking if the final cluster had low phonotactic probability such as /gd/ (as in hugged), whereas forms with high phonotactic probability raised no specific difficulties (Leonard, Davis, & Devey, 2007; Marshall & van der Lely, 2006; but see Rispens & de Bree, 2014, who found effects of phonotactic probability on the level of past tense allomorphs but not on the word level).

The above observations suggest that more atypical clusters raise problems, in particular for children with SLI. For instance, across languages, sonority in the coda decreases from peak to margin following the sonority scale (Blevins, 1995; Selkirk, 1984), a constraint known as the sonority sequencing principle (Clements, 1990). More specific constraints disallow sonority reversals and plateaus, (i.e., coda clusters consisting of consonants with the same position on the sonority scale; Morelli, 1999). The plosive-plosive cluster /kt/ in walked creates a sonority plateau and is thus highly marked. Verbs ending in nonobstruents such as vowels or semivowels, in contrast, are not expected to present problems for suffixation of regular past tense inflection because the sonority sequencing principle is obeyed in such cases.

In the present study, we investigated whether phonological constraints on consonant clusters may explain why Dutch children with SLI have problems using the third person singular suffix –t. This present tense suffix is functionally different but shares phonological properties with English past tense. Hence, it would be expected that sonority affects the Dutch third person singular form in similar ways that it affects English past tense inflection, which is an expectation further investigated in this study.

**Receptive Ability**

Most studies that identified verb inflection as the locus of errors in SLI have done so on the basis of production data. Investigating parallels between production and reception can be important for understanding children’s errors. Asymmetries between reception and production could reveal whether problems in SLI have to do with articulatory planning of complex syllables (Orsolini, Sechi, Maronato, Bonvino, & Corcelli, 2001). Consonant clusters increase syllable complexity, placing great demands on speech output processes due to the need to coordinate and plan a variety of articulatory gestures within a syllable (Bishop et al., 1996). This is relevant to the third person singular suffix investigated in this study, as explained above.

Studies on English SLI have reported parallels between reception and production of verb inflection (Paradis, Rice,
Crago, & Marquis, 2008; Redmond & Rice, 2001; Rice, Wexler, & Redmond, 1999). Investigators of one study looked at the receptive ability of Dutch children with SLI regarding agreement inflection (Rispens & Been, 2007). Rispens and Been (2007) reported data from an offline grammaticality judgment task with 11 children with SLI who were on average 8 years old. In their study, awareness of three different subject–verb agreement errors was tested: bare verb form instead of third person singular, plural form instead of third person singular, and third person singular instead of plural. The children with SLI were worse at detecting violations compared with TD age-matched children. The SLI group showed chance performance for all error types; only two children with SLI were able to detect the violations (exhibiting A’ scores above .80). The children performed well on the control condition with subcategorization errors, but subject–verb agreement errors are subtle compared with subcategorization errors. Therefore, chance performance for subject–verb agreement errors could indicate that the children failed to understand the judgment task when it tested subject–verb agreement. Thus, on the basis of these results, it cannot be decided with sufficient confidence whether the results indicate a lack of grammatical competence or point to task effects.

In the present study, we used a self-paced listening task to assess children’s receptive ability. Self-paced listening is a relatively new online method (Ferreira, Henderson, Anes, Weeks, & McFarlane, 1996) that can tap children’s implicit grammatical knowledge (Marinis, 2010). It is less demanding than other online tasks used for similar purposes, such as the word monitoring task (Montgomery & Leonard, 1998), or offline judgment tasks (Rispens & Been, 2007). Self-paced listening has been successfully used with children with SLI (for an overview, see Marinis, 2010) and to assess sensitivity to the omission of verb inflection in English children with TD (Chondrogianni & Marinis, 2012). To our knowledge, the current study was the first where the self-paced listening task was used to examine sensitivity to subject–verb agreement errors in children with SLI. Furthermore, no study on Dutch SLI has compared children’s production and reception of subject–verb agreement in the same group of children.

Goals and Research Questions for the Study

The first goal of this study was to examine effects of phonological form on use of subject-verb agreement—particularly, suffixation of the third person singular suffix –t, in Dutch children with SLI.

Research question 1. The following research question was formulated: Are errors with subject–verb agreement affected by sonority of the stem-final segment, and is this different for TD and SLI? Fewest errors would be expected for stems ending in a vowel or semivowel because suffixation of –t does not create a consonant cluster. For consonants, the sonority scale—from least to most sonorous—is: plosives < fricatives < nasals < liquids < glides (Blevins, 1995; Selkirk, 1984). Plosives and fricatives are obstruents, whereas nasals, liquids, and glides are nonobstruents or sonorants (like vowels and semivowels). We predicted that children with SLI would omit third person singular –t more often after obstruents than after nonobstruents, and among the obstruents, more omissions may be found after plosives than after fricatives.

Research question 2. Our second goal in this study was to compare production and reception. The guiding research question was as follows: Do parallels exist between the productive and receptive abilities of Dutch children with SLI regarding agreement inflection? The frequency of errors in production was inferred based on the production data for the children in the present study (and not on frequency distributions of the population in general). On the basis of previous research, we expected that the children with SLI in our study would use incorrect bare verbs in V2 position and that they would hardly ever use incorrect plural forms in singular contexts. Parallels between production and reception predicted that the children should be sensitive to infrequent errors and insensitive to frequent production errors (Paradis et al., 2008; Redmond & Rice, 2001; Rice et al., 1999). Assuming that incorrect bare verbs in V2 position are frequent, we expected no sensitivity to this error in the self-paced listening task. We expected the children to sense incorrect plural forms because this is an infrequent error in production.

Method

Participants

Sixty-three children between ages 5 and 8 participated in the study: 26 children with SLI between ages 6 and 8 (SLI group; 20 boys, 6 girls), 20 children with no history of language or learning problems age-matched to the SLI group (TD–AM group; 12 boys, 8 girls), and 17 younger children with no history of language and learning problems language-matched to the SLI group (TD–LM group; 7 boys, 10 girls). All 63 children participated in the production experiment. In the processing experiment, 55 children participated because eight children with SLI (6 boys, 2 girls) did not complete the processing experiment either because they lost interest or because they were too tired to finish it.

Language matching was based on receptive vocabulary, assessed through a subtest of the Taaltoets Alle Kinderen (TAK; Verhoeven & Vermeer, 2002). The TAK is a language assessment test with standardized norms for native and non-native Dutch children. The test was chosen because this study was part of a larger study that also included child second-language learners of Dutch. Information on the children’s ages and receptive vocabulary scores is given in Table 1. On the

3Due to limited resources, we were unable to collect and transcribe speech samples that allowed reliable calculations of children’s mean length of utterances (MLU), which is commonly used for matching SLI and TD on language abilities. Because children with SLI often show delayed vocabulary development (Schwartz, 2009), we matched on the raw vocabulary scores. In so doing, we used the same method as de Jong (1999) in his study on subject–verb agreement in Dutch SLI. De Jong matched on vocabulary in order to avoid circularity because MLU is affected by omission of verb inflection.
basis of the the TAK norm data, children were assigned to five levels corresponding to the 1st-10th percentile (E), 11th–25th percentile (D), 26th–50th percentile (C), 51st–75th percentile (B), and 76th–100th percentile (A). Most TD children fell in TAK levels A/B (n = 27; 73%) and thus scored above the median, whereas most children with SLI fell in TAK levels C/D/E (n = 20; 80%) and thus scored below the median.

For the full sample, a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with age as the dependent variable indicated an effect of Group, F(2, 60) = 57, p < .001, η² = .66; Bonferroni post hoc tests revealed no age differences between the SLI and TD-AM groups (p = .17), whereas both the SLI and the TD-AM groups were older than the TD-LM group (p < .001). A comparison of raw vocabulary scores indicated an effect of Group, F(2, 59) = 6.72, p = .002, η² = .19; SLI scored lower than TD-AM (p = .012) and matched TD-LM (p = 1.00); TD-AM scored higher than TD-LM (p = .004). Dropouts of children with SLI in the processing experiment did not affect matching. Ages were different across groups, F(2, 52) = 61.52, p < .001, η² = .70, with SLI and TD-AM having a similar age (p = .08), and both SLI and TD-AM were older than TD-LM (p < .001). Receptive vocabulary scores differed across the groups, F(2, 52) = 7.32, p = .002, η² = .22, showing that SLI scored lower than TD-AM (p = .006) and matched TD-LM (p = 1.00), and TD-AM scored higher than TD-LM (p = .006).

Children with SLI were recruited through special schools for children with speech and language problems. They were referred to these schools by certified clinicians on the basis of a standardized protocol for speech and language disorders in the Netherlands (the so-called Cluster 2 protocol). For a child to be referred to special education for speech and language problems, her/his score on the tests measuring expressive language proficiency—TAK (Verhoeven & Vermeer, 2002) or Taaltests voor Kinderen (TvK; van Bon & Hoekstra, 1982)—was at least 1.5 SDs below the mean for her/his age. Selected children with SLI had a nonverbal IQ score of 96 on average (SD = 10) as measured by the revised Snijders-Oomen Non-Verbal Intelligence Test (SON–R; Tellegen, Winkel, & Laros, 1989), with the exception of one child who was tested with the Dutch version of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC–III NL; Kort et al., 2002).³ None of the children had severe articulatory difficulties or dyspraxia, nor did they have hearing deficits. The standardized language assessment, nonverbal IQ test, and hearing screening were carried out at the special schools; children were selected for our study based on information in the children’s school files.

### Production Experiment: Materials and Procedures

For testing children’s use of third person singular –t, a cloze procedure was used in which children had to describe a contrast between two pictures by completing a sentence prompted by the research assistant. Two adjacent pictures were shown that depicted the same activity but with a different object manipulated. The agents on the pictures (who manipulated the object) corresponded to third person singular subjects. An introductory sentence primed the target verb. The prime was followed by the prompt. In (2), the target response is in bold.

(2) **Hier wordt gelezen. De man … leest een krant en de vrouw … leest een boek.**

[Here is read-PASS-PTCP. The man … read-3SG a newspaper and the woman … read-3SG a book.]  
The verb inflection test was part of a larger test battery administered to the groups in the present study and, in addition, to a group of sequentially bilingual children. This limited both the number of items and the type of items we could include. First, only verbs were selected that could be assumed to be known by children in all groups (based on information from Damhuis, de Gloppe, Boers & Kienstra, 1992; Schlichting & lutje Spelberg, 2002). Second, the actions the verbs referred to had to be able to be represented with a photograph. Third, only transitive verbs were included to classify responses based on the verb’s position relative to the direct object. Based on placement of the verb

³The most recent nonverbal IQ scores of the children were made available to us by the special schools, and schools vary in which test is administered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Age in months (SD)</th>
<th>Raw receptive vocabulary score (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SLI (production task)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>90.6 (10.5)</td>
<td>71.7 (10.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLI (processing task)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>91.3 (10.6)</td>
<td>69.8 (11.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD-AM</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>86.1 (6)</td>
<td>79.4 (5.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD-LM</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>65.5 (3.38)</td>
<td>69.6 (9.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.** SLI = specific language impairment; TD-AM = typically developing, age-matched to SLI group; TD-LM = typically developing, language-matched to SLI group.

---

4The TAK score of one child with SLI is missing due to the child’s unwillingness to complete the test battery. For the smaller sample that participated in the processing experiment, the majority of the children also scored below the median (n = 14; 80%).

5The most recent nonverbal IQ scores of the children were made available to us by the special schools, and schools vary in which test is administered.
relative to the object, an incorrect response with a verb ending in –en could be classified as having incorrect number (–en suffix in V2 position preceding the object) or containing an infinitive (–en suffix in sentence-final position following the object). Fourth, only verbs with monosyllabic stems were included. Fifth, equal numbers of verbs had to end in a sonorant, fricative, or plosive. Lexical frequencies of the items were checked in the SUBTLEX-NL corpus (Keuleers, Brysbaert, & New, 2010), a 44 million-word corpus with film and television subtitles. The three different sonority classes did not differ in lexical frequency, F(2) = 0.862, p = .468, and it would not be expected that frequency creates a confounding effect in the present study. Because our criteria restricted the set of verbs to choose from, we were unable to control for more specific phonological properties such as length in phonemes or complexity of the consonant cluster. In this respect, it is relevant to note that the verb drink[en] [drink] in the plosive class also yields a more complex coda cluster (ŋkt); we return to this in the Discussion section. The task contained nine experimental items (three per phonological condition) and 15 filler items (determiner-noun agreement). Experimental items appear in Appendix A. Materials from all tasks used for the present study are available in full at www.iris-database.org.

Production Experiment: Coding and Data Analysis

Each item primed a different verb, and for each verb, two responses were elicited, as illustrated in (2) for the verb form leest [reads]. Responses were assigned one of the following codes: Target (third person singular –t, see response in [3]), Omission (incorrect bare verb stem, see response in [4]), Substitution (plural –en, see response in [5]); note that in this example, the child also inverted the order of subject and verb), Periphrasis (auxiliary + infinitive, see [6]), or Infinitive (infinitival –en in sentence-final position, see [7]).

(3) De vrouw geeft een appel
              [The woman give-3SG an apple] Target

(4) De man was een pan
              [The man was a pan] Omission

(5) Geven de man een appel
              [Give-PL the man an apple] Substitution

(6) De vrouw gaat z’n haar knippen
              [The woman go-AUX his hair cut-INF] Periphrasis

(7) Een appel geven
              [An apple give-INF] Infinitive

For the purpose of this study, we did not analyze periphrasis or infinitive responses. The processing experiment did not contain these forms; were we to include them, the production and processing data would become less comparable. In addition, both periphrasis and infinitive responses are not well suited to assess correct use of finite inflection. The infinitival responses lack a finite verb, the finite verbs in periphrastic constructions often have irregular/suppletive agreement paradigms, and the criteria for lexical verbs do not apply. In addition, the finite forms used in periphrasis are high-frequency forms that cause fewer errors than lower-frequency forms, inflating the accuracies in production. Finally, it is straightforward how properties of the coda would cause omission of the suffix –t, but it is not clear how properties of the coda would lead to periphrasis or infinitives. Periphrasis in Dutch SLI is discussed in de Jong, Blom, and Orgassa (2013). Infinitival clauses in Dutch SLI are analyzed in detail in de Jong (1999) and Wexler et al. (2004). General all-purpose verbs (de man doe met een bal [the man do with a ball]), past tense verbs (de man kocht een cadeau [the man bought a present]), responses without a verb (de vrouw een poes, de jongen een hond [the woman a cat, the boy a dog]), and unintelligible responses were coded as “other” and also excluded. Unclear responses were checked by a second researcher and solved by consensus (for each group: 10–20 responses). Data from 21 participants were transcribed and coded by a research assistant as well as the first and second author. Codings agreed 94.6% of the time.

Due to the priming, children nearly always used the targeted verb. Sometimes, the prime led to elliptic responses with an omitted verb or elicited past tense responses. The latter situation in particular happened when the past participle resembled the past tense form (gekocht /yakɔxtl/ [bought]; kocht /kɔxtl/ [bought]). Also, children sometimes used the nonexistent third person singular form slaagt /sλaɣt/ instead of the target form staat /sʌut/ [beats]. The form slaagt /sλaɣt/ might also have been influenced by phonological overlap with the past participle prime geslagen /ŋɑsλɑɣɔnt/. Such responses were coded as target-like, but the coda was recoded from sonorant into fricative.

Responses were also coded for sonority (plosive, fricative, sonorant) of the onset of the postverb syllable to control for resyllabification possibilities. Resyllabification is guided by the sonority scale and the principle that the onset of a syllable (i.e., the position preceding the vowel) should be filled with a consonant (Clements, 1990; Hooper, 1972). Consequently, when the postverb syllable has an onset not filled by a consonant or filled by a consonant with low sonority, this may create a context that favors resyllabification. Such a context might help a child to retain third person singular inflection (e.g., the [CVCC]s/VC][CV] pattern in koopt−een /koɔp tɛn/ [buys a] becomes a [CVC][CV]s/VC][CV] pattern as in koopt−een /koɔp tɛn/ instead of the bare verb koop /koop/). The onset of the postverb syllable was most often a vowel because the direct object started with the indefinite singular article een /ɛnt/ [a]. The plosive verbs knippen /kniɲpɛnt/ [cut] and drinken /drɪŋkɛnt/ [drink] were often followed by the mass nouns papier /pɑːpɪɛr/ [paper], haar /haɹɹ/ [hair], and thee /tʰɪɹ/ [tea]/sɔp /juʃɪɹ/ [juice], leading to relatively many postverb plosive and fricative onsets.6 In the sonorant, fricative, and plosive conditions, the postverb syllable began, respectively, 62%, 78%, and 50% of the time with a sonorant (mainly a vowel, but also a consonant of low sonority); 4%, 4%, and 25% of the time, the onset of the postverb syllable was a fricative, and 34%, 18%, and 25% of the time, it was a plosive. The relatively high percentages of plosive and fricative onsets in the plosive

---

6 Dutch mass nouns are bare nouns.
condition could create a confounding effect (that is, drop of \( -t \) due to a plosive-/t/ cluster or drop of \( -t \) because of few possibilities to resyllabify). Therefore, the onset of the postverb syllable was included as a covariate in the statistical analysis.

A logistic mixed-effects regression analysis was used to identify which variables predict children’s omission errors. Logistic regression is a robust statistical procedure suited for a study where the dependent variable is binary, as in our study (omission vs. target responses). Mixed-effects modeling is a technique that allows one to assess the simultaneous effect of multiple random- and fixed-effect variables. Inclusion of Child and Verb as random-effect variables has the advantage that the predictions of the regression model can be generalized to the populations of children and verbs. Group, Coda (of the verb stem), and Onset (of the syllable following the verb) were included as fixed-effect variables.

**Production Experiment: Nonword Repetition Task**

In order to assess whether the children were able to produce the required consonant clusters, a nonword repetition (NWR) task was administered. Target words were seven monosyllabic words with the same coda as the inflected verbs in the verb inflection task. These items were mixed with an equal number of fillers where the sequence was word-medial and divided over two syllables (Appendix B). Parallels between the verb inflection task and the NWR task could point to more general phonological or articulatory problems that could also contribute to children’s errors with verb inflection (Gathercole & Baddeley, 1990; Bishop et al., 1996). The seven target words were scored on correct repetition of the coda. Any error in repeating the coda was coded as incorrect (e.g., omission or substitution of a segment). Errors in repeating the onset or the nucleus were not coded. All groups performed well on the NWR task: SLI scored on average 6.0 (SD = 0.71), TD–AM scored 6.8 (SD = 0.44), and TD–LM scored 6.7 (SD = 0.47) correct out of seven targets. A one-way ANOVA indicated a difference between the groups, \( F(2, 51) = 10.38, p < .001 \), \( \eta^2 = .29 \), with SLI performing lower compared to both TD–AM (\( p < .001 \)) and TD–LM (\( p = .001 \)).

**Production Experiment: Results**

Table 2 shows the percentages of correct responses (target), omission errors, and substitution errors on the verb inflection task. Substitution errors were rare overall, but appeared most frequently in the SLI group. Yet the SLI group made more omission errors than substitution errors, \( t(25) = 3.93, p < .001 \), as expected (de Jong, 1999; Orgassa, 2009; Verhoeven et al., 2011). In the SLI group, 17 different children made omission errors. One child omitted third person singular \( -t \) across the board. In the TD–AM and TD–LM groups respectively five and eight different children occasionally made omission errors.

Table 3 summarizes omission across phonological conditions and groups. A simple regression model revealed that both Group and Coda predicted children’s omission errors. Regarding Group, it was found that the SLI group omitted inflections more frequently than the TD–AM group (\( \beta = 3.7, SE = 0.84, z = 4.38, p < .001 \)) and the TD–LM group (\( \beta = 2.14, SE = 0.71, z = 3.0, p = .003 \)), whereas TD–AM and TD–LM groups did not differ in the frequency of omissions (p = .10). Regarding Coda, it turned out that omission was less frequent after sonorants compared with fricatives (\( \beta = -2.83, SE = 0.64, z = -4.45, p < .001 \)) and plosives (\( \beta = -3.51, SE = 0.65, z = -5.41, p < .001 \)). A trend toward less omission after fricatives than plosives emerged (\( \beta = 0.67, SE = 0.37, z = 1.85, p = .065 \)). All significant effects were retained when a Bonferroni-adjusted alpha level of .017 (.05/3) was applied. A more complex regression model indicated an interaction between Group and Coda showing that the TD–LM group omitted third person singular \( -t \) more often after plosives compared with fricatives, whereas this pattern did not emerge for the SLI group (\( \beta = -2.42, SE = 0.96, z = -2.52, p = .011 \)). A likelihood-ratio test indicated that the more complex, nested model was preferred over the simple model, \( \chi^2(4) = 16.0, p = .003 \). Onset of the postverb syllable yielded no significant effects (plosive vs. fricative: \( p = .44 \); sonorant vs. fricative: \( p = .77 \); plosive vs. sonorant: \( p = .20 \)).

Inspection of individual data indicated no clear relationships between children’s performance in the NWR task and verb inflection task. Almost all children were able to use sonorant-/t/, fricative-/t/, and plosive-/t/ codas. One child with SLI who omitted third person singular \( -t \) after a fricative in the verb inflection task did the same in the NWR task. Three other children with SLI simplified /kt/ or /pt/ clusters in the NWR task, producing [moupt] and [b\[n\]t] instead of [moupt] and [b\[n\]kt], but the same children used [knpt] or [d\[n\]kt] in the verb inflection task. Children’s scores in the NWR task ranged between 5 and 7, and the variation was not sufficient for using correlational analyses to assess the relationships between children’s performance on the NWR task and the verb inflection task.

**Processing Experiment: Materials and Procedure**

A self-paced listening task was used in which children listened to grammatical and ungrammatical sentences. Ungrammatical sentences with third person singular subjects either contained an incorrect bare verb (third person omission condition; i.e., Ø instead of \( -t \) suffix) or plural number instead of singular (third person substitution condition, i.e., \( -en \) instead of \( -t \) suffix). A control condition tested a context in which bare verbs are grammatical and the third

---

7Children with SLI notoriously have difficulties with nonwords, in particular if the nonwords contain consonant clusters (Bishop et al., 1996). However, we used this task because no existing and familiar Dutch words with the same clusters as in the inflected verbs were available.

8The task led to a short break between verb and object because the child had to look for a difference in the object manipulated (e.g., the woman gives ... an apple and the man gives ... a rose), and this may have diminished any effects of the onset of the word following the verb.
person singular – is ungrammatical (first person substitution condition, i.e., –t suffix instead of O). This condition was included to disentangle effects of processing of a particular verb form and effects of (un)grammaticality.

Sentences were divided into segments, and each time the child pressed a button, (s)he heard the following segment of a particular sentence. Children are expected to take longer to press the button (i.e., exhibit longer reaction times [RTs]) for segments that are in conflict with their internal grammatical representation (Marinis, 2010). The experiment was programmed and administered using the E-prime software (Schneider, Eschman, & Zuccolotto, 2002).

(8) Third person omission condition (3SG omission; incorrect bare verb):


[Louise likes-3SG to play with paper. Louise / pick-3SG / a piece paper / and / she cut-3SG / hearts-DIM / in her room.]

(9) Third person substitution condition (3SG substitution; wrong number):


[Joris do-3SG the dishes. Joris / make-3SG / a soap-DIM / and / he wash-3SG / plates-DIM / in the kitchen.]

(10) First person substitution condition (1SG substitution; wrong person):


[I make-1SG a present for mother’s day. I paint / a boat / and / I cut-1SG / fish / out paper.]

All sentences contained a direct object to ensure that the verbs were unambiguously in V2 position and prevent the children from interpreting the incorrect version of (9) as an infinitival clause. The verbs in the third person omission condition and in first person substitution condition were the same as those selected for the production experiment. For the third person substitution condition, different verbs were chosen—the same criteria were applied—to avoid occurrence of a grammatical and ungrammatical version of the same verb in the same session. All verbs are listed in Appendix A.

Each participant heard a grammatical and ungrammatical version of each sentence (single-case design). The two versions were presented in separate sessions with an interval of 1 week between sessions. Each condition was tested with nine experimental sentences giving rise to 54 experimental sentences in total. Items on determiner-noun agreement were fillers (n = 30). Each second or third experimental item was followed by a comprehension question (see [11]) to avoid automatic button pressing without paying attention.


[Marga love-3SG of all sorts animals. Marga / watch-3SG / to birds / and / she stroke-3SG / dogs / in the park. Finds Marga dogs scary?] [Marga loves all sorts of animals. Marga watches birds and she strokes dogs in the park. Does Marga find dogs scary?]

Children with a comprehension score below –2 SDs from the mean were excluded, but in this sample this applied to no child. All participants were tested in a quiet room at their school. Each experimental session was preceded by a practice session, which could be repeated twice if necessary. None of the children failed to complete the practice session. All children received the different tasks in the same order. During the first session, the elicitation task, NWR task, and first part of the self-paced listening task were administered. The second part of the self-paced listening task was administered during the second session.

### Processing Experiment: Data Analysis

Raw RTs were transformed into residual RTs by subtracting from the RTs on each segment the duration of the audio file for this segment. Extreme values (> 3,000 ms), outliers (2 SDs above/below the mean RT per condition), and negative residual RTs were excluded. Negative residual RTs indicated that the participant did not listen to the entire

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>% target (n)</th>
<th>% omission (n)</th>
<th>% substitution (n)</th>
<th>% periphrasis (n)</th>
<th>% infinitive (n)</th>
<th>% other (n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SLI</td>
<td>58.3% (273)</td>
<td>15.4% (72)</td>
<td>2.1% (10)</td>
<td>12.4% (58)</td>
<td>3.2% (15)</td>
<td>8.5% (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD–AM</td>
<td>96.4% (347)</td>
<td>2.2% (8)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.3% (1)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1.1% (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD–LM</td>
<td>79.1% (242)</td>
<td>4.6% (14)</td>
<td>0.3% (1)</td>
<td>3% (9)</td>
<td>2.3% (7)</td>
<td>10.8% (33)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Percentage of omission errors across phonological CODA conditions with the number of omissions in parentheses (n).
segment. Less than 10% of the data was excluded. For the statistical analysis, repeated measures (RM) ANOVA was used because the dependent variable is continuous; after trimming, the data were normally distributed. Group (SLI, TD–AM, TD–LM) was a between-participants variable, Condition (third person omission, third person substitution, first person omission) and Grammaticality (grammatical, ungrammatical) were within-participants variables. Only statistically significant results are reported.

Processing Experiment: Results

Main analysis. The results are displayed in Figure 1. The dotted lines represent RTs to the grammatical condition; the continuous lines represent RTs to the ungrammatical condition. Visual inspection of the graphs at the critical segment suggests that the TD–AM group has longer RTs to ungrammatical than to grammatical sentences in both third person conditions. In the first person condition, RTs to the grammatical sentences appear to be longer. The TD–LM group shows largely the same pattern but less pronounced. In the third person omission condition, the SLI group has a smaller difference between grammatical and ungrammatical sentences compared with the TD groups, whereas in the third person substitution condition, the difference appears to be larger for the SLI group.

Figure 1. Residual reaction times at the precritical, critical, and postcritical segments in all three conditions, all groups. Dotted lines represent grammatical structures; continuous lines represent ungrammatical structures.
third person omission condition (mean RTs: 420 ms) elicited longer RTs than the third person substitution condition (mean RTs: 397 ms; $p = .004; p' = .010$). A main effect of Group, $F(2, 53) = 5.79, p = .005$, partial $\eta^2 = .18$, emerged because the TD–LM group (mean RTs: 465 ms) had longer RTs than the TD–AM (mean RTs: 407 ms) and the SLI groups (mean RTs: 370 ms; $p = .017; p < .001$). A main effect of Grammaticality $F(1, 53) = 17.68, p < .001$, partial $\eta^2 = .25$, showed that RTs to ungrammatical sentences (mean RTs: 429 ms) were longer than to grammatical sentences (mean RTs: 399 ms).

Significant interaction effects emerged between Condition and Group, $F(2, 53) = 6.77, p = .002$, partial $\eta^2 = .20$; Grammaticality and Group, $F(1, 53) = 32.47, p < .001$, partial $\eta^2 = .38$; and Condition, Group, and Grammaticality, $F(3, 53) = 4.77, p = .012$, partial $\eta^2 = .15$. The three-way interaction is most informative. We unpacked this interaction by applying RM ANOVAs for each group separately.

The TD–AM group showed a main effect of Grammaticality, $F(1, 19) = 14.25, p = .001$, partial $\eta^2 = .41$, and an interaction effect between Condition and Grammaticality, $F(1, 19) = 23.81, p < .001$, partial $\eta^2 = .65$. Subsequent paired-samples $t$ tests revealed in all conditions a significant grammaticality effect (third person omission: $t(19) = -6.33, p < .001$; third person substitution: $t(19) = -3.57, p < .01$; first person substitution: $t(19) = 3.83, p = .001$). Statistical significance was retained after a Bonferroni correction was applied to the $\alpha$ level (.017) to correct for multiple comparisons. The effect in the first person substitution condition was in an unexpected direction because the grammatical condition elicited longer RTs than the ungrammatical condition. The two third person conditions yielded longer RTs for the ungrammatical sentences compared with the grammatical sentences.

The TD–LM group showed a main effect of Condition, $F(1, 17) = 4.48, p = .049$, partial $\eta^2 = .21$, and an interaction effect between Condition and Grammaticality, $F(1, 17) = 8.04, p = .01$, partial $\eta^2 = .32$. A subsequent paired-samples $t$ test indicated a significant effect of grammaticality in the third person omission condition only, $t(17) = -3.45, p = .003$; also significant for $\alpha = .017$, in the expected direction.

Finally, for the SLI group, main effects of Condition, $F(1, 17) = 9.37, p < .01$, partial $\eta^2 = .36$, and Grammaticality, $F(1, 17) = 7.05, p < .05$, partial $\eta^2 = .29$, and an interaction between Condition and Grammaticality, $F(1, 17) = 15.77, p = .001$, partial $\eta^2 = .48$, emerged. Subsequent paired-samples $t$ tests revealed a significant effect of grammaticality in the third person substitution condition only, $t(17) = -3.90, p = .001$, in the expected direction. The other effects were marginally significant when $\alpha$ was set at .05 but not if $\alpha$ is adjusted to .017.

Follow-up analyses: Grammaticality effects by verb form. In the TD–AM group, a reversed grammaticality effect was found in the first person substitution condition, which was due to longer listening to the bare form compared with the form on –t. This raises the question whether the grammaticality effect in the third person omission condition found for TD–AM and TD–LM could also be due to listening longer to bare verbs compared with verbs ending with –t. We compared children’s RTs for grammatical bare verbs in the first person substitution condition to their RTs for ungrammatical bare verbs in the third person omission condition. If the ungrammatical bare verbs elicited longer RTs compared with the grammatical bare verbs, we can be confident that the grammaticality effect in the third person omission condition points to children’s sensitivity to subject–verb agreement errors. An RM ANOVA with Grammaticality (first person substitution, third person omission) as the within-participants variable and Group (TD–AM, TD–LM) as the between-participants variable revealed that RTs for ungrammatical bare verbs in the third person condition ($M$ RT = 508 ms) were longer than for grammatical bare verbs in the first person condition ($M$ RT = 474 ms), $F(1, 36) = 5.21, p = .03$, partial $\eta^2 = .13$. No other effects emerged, indicating that the longer RTs to ungrammatical bare verbs hold for both groups. A similar analysis on grammatical and ungrammatical –t suffixation in the TD–AM group (who showed the significant reversed grammaticality effect) did not yield a difference, $F(1, 19) = .99, p = .33$. We turn to this observation in the Discussion section.

Follow-up analysis: Sequencing effects. Due to sequencing, children may have become used to hearing ungrammatical sentences, and this could have obscured grammaticality effects. This is relevant for the TD–LM and SLI groups because these groups showed limited grammaticality effects. Familiarization to ungrammatical sentences would show in a negative correlation between RTs and item number for ungrammatical sentences. In the TD–LM group, RTs to the ungrammatical sentences became indeed shorter after hearing more items, but the relationship between RTs and item number was nonsignificant, $r(473) = -.033$; for grammatical sentences, a significant relation emerged, $r(472) = -.116, p = .01$. In the SLI group, RTs to both ungrammatical and grammatical sentences became shorter; these effects were nonsignificant. Also, the effect for grammatical sentences, $r(486) = -.072$, was larger than for ungrammatical sentences, $r(486) = -.029$. Thus, both TD–LM and SLI became faster during the experiment. Because these effects were stronger for grammatical sentences compared with ungrammatical sentences, it is unlikely that familiarization obscured grammaticality effects.

Discussion

In Dutch, SLI manifests itself in errors with verb inflection (Blom et al., 2013; de Jong, 1999; Orgassa, 2009; Verhoeven et al., 2011; Wexler et al., 2004), similar to SLI in other West Germanic languages (Leonard, 2009). In order to identify the cause of verb inflection errors in Dutch SLI,
we investigated in this study the role of phonology. In addition, children’s production of subject–verb agreement was compared to their processing of agreement.

Production: Phonological Factors

To address the role of phonology, the following question was formulated: Are errors with subject–verb agreement affected by sonority of the stem-final segment, and is this different for TD and SLI? The simple regression model revealed a two-way pattern with more omission after obstruents than nonobstruents similar to findings for English (Johnson & Morris, 2007; Oetting & Horohov, 1997). The second regression model indicated that whereas the TD-LM group failed to use third person singular –t more often after plosives than fricatives, no such difference emerged for the SLI group. The more complex, second model was the preferred model.

Closer examination of the data indicates that the same pattern found for TD-LM also emerged for TD-AM on the basis of percentages. Children in the TD-AM group rarely made errors (and thus no significant effects emerged), but if they omitted verb inflection, this happened after a plosive. In the TD groups, omission is thus found for the most marked coda that contained a sonority plateau, whereas the SLI group also displayed difficulties with the less marked fricative-/t/ cluster. The observation that children with SLI have particular difficulties with consonant clusters converges with previous findings based on NWR tasks and might suggest that articulation and planning of complex articulatory gestures contribute to SLI children’s errors in speech production (Bishop et al., 1996), including verb inflection errors. However, consonant clusters in the context of verb inflection are particularly challenging because the same children who omitted the final /t/ in third person singular verb forms were able to produce nonwords with the same sequence of sounds.

Due to the criteria that the stimuli in our study had to meet, the number of verbs per sonority class and the choice of the verbs within each class were limited. Future research should take a closer look at phonological effects by exerting more control over the types of verbs. For instance, in our study, all verbs were monosyllabic, but they differed in number of phonemes. Also, the plosive class included one verb with a more complex coda cluster. It is relevant to note that this verb (drïcken [drink]) yielded more omission (35%) than the other verbs in the plosive class (10%–13%), suggesting that in our study, coda complexity influenced the outcomes for plosives. In the fricative class, all codas were equally complex. In the SLI group, suffixation of –t after fricatives and plosives raised similar difficulties, and both caused more difficulties compared with sonorants. Thus, although complexity should be taken into account, sonority of the coda (independent of complexity) does affect successful use of the –t suffix in children with SLI. In future research, a different task, inclusion of fewer groups, and a smaller age range could enable more control of the phonological properties of the stimuli.

Receptive Ability: Self-Paced Listening

Our study was the first to use the self-paced listening task with subject–verb agreement in Dutch children with TD and SLI. The TD-AM group showed grammaticality effects in the expected direction in both third person conditions. The children sensed omission and substitution of third person singular –t. This is consistent with few omissions and no substitution of third person singular –t in production. In the first person substitution condition, a grammaticality effect emerged but in an unexpected direction. It took the children longer to process ungrammatical bare verbs in the third person omission condition than grammatical bare verbs in the first person substitution condition. Processing ungrammatical –t in the first person substitution condition and processing grammatical –t in the third person omission condition took equally long. These two observations indicate (a) that the grammaticality effect in the third person omission condition is a genuine grammaticality effect, and (b) the TD-AM group did not perceive a –t in first person singular contexts as ungrammatical.

Possibly, the children are used to hearing a –t at the end of a verb in first person singular contexts because some (frequent) Dutch verb stems end in an alveolar stop (word [become], zii [sit]), some irregular past tense verbs end in a /t/ (had [had], dacht [thought]), and when the direct object begins with a definite article (het [the]) the finite verb is often followed by /t/ because het is commonly reduced to /t/ in spoken Dutch (Ernestus, 2000). These factors may have contributed to the absence of the expected grammaticality effect in the first person substitution condition in the TD-AM group.

The TD-LM group noticed omission of the third person singular –t but did not notice that this suffix was substituted by plural –en. In production, the TD-LM group did not substitute. Furthermore, in a grammaticality judgment task, Dutch 8-year-olds detected the same violation (Rispens & Beentjes, 2007). Hence children’s failure to notice number mismatches does not point to knowledge gaps. It is possible that the self-paced listening task is not suited to measure young children’s sensitivity to number mismatches in Dutch.

Let us now turn to the SLI group and to the second question of the study: Do parallels exist between the productive and receptive ability of Dutch acquiring children with SLI regarding agreement inflection? The SLI group did not notice omission of third person singular –t and they also did not sense incorrect use of the –t suffix. Sequencing effects did not explain the absence of grammaticality effects in the self-paced listening task. Insensitivity to the –t suffix in the self-paced listening task was consistent with production, where the SLI group tended to omit the –t suffix in obligatory third person singular contexts. An incorrect plural –en suffix in third person singular contexts was noticed by the SLI group, and they also did not make this error themselves in the production task. The two modalities thus show parallels: Frequent production errors are not noticed, whereas infrequent

10Because Dutch has final devoicing, word is pronounced with the final sound devoiced.
errors are noticed. These parallels confirm findings on SLI in English (Montgomery & Leonard, 1998; Paradis et al., 2008; Rice et al., 1999; Redmond & Rice, 2001).

The SLI group had equally long processing times at the critical segment as the TD–AM group and shorter processing times than the TD–LM group. Other studies with SLI found significantly longer RTs for SLI groups compared with TD–AM groups in online tasks looking at verb inflection (Leonard, Miller, & Finneran, 2009; Montgomery & Leonard, 1998, 2006). These studies used a word-monitoring task in which children keep a target word in mind while processing a sentence they hear. This dual task puts considerable demands on children’s working memory. Numerous studies have found that children with SLI have working memory limitations (Leonard et al., 2007; Miller, Kail, Leonard, & Tomblin, 2001; Windsor & Huang, 1999); hence, it is not surprising the word-monitoring task affects TD and SLI differently. Interestingly, not only did the SLI group show a grammaticality effect in the third person substitution condition whereas the TD–LM group did not, but the effect was also stronger compared with the TD–AM group. This stronger SLI effect parallels findings of other studies that investigated SLI children’s processing of correct and incorrect sentences (Marinis & Saddy, 2013; Neville, Coffey, Holcomb, & Tallal, 1993; Sabisch, Hahne, Glass, von Suchodoletz, & Friederici, 2006), and it could be caused by slower recovery from the mismatch in children with SLI due to their processing limitations.

Causes of Verb Inflection Errors in Dutch SLI

In this study, we found that SLI children’s errors with subject–verb agreement in production are affected by verb phonology. In addition, parallels emerged between the productive and receptive abilities of Dutch children with SLI regarding agreement inflection. The data on both production and processing suggest that factors relevant to spell out, such as articulatory planning and the coordination of articulatory gestures, are not the sole explanation for variable production of verb inflection in Dutch SLI. This conclusion is based on two observations. First, the consonant clusters that caused difficulties in the verb inflection task did not cause problems in the majority of children with SLI in the NWR task. Second, in the self-paced listening task, the children with SLI failed to notice omission of the suffix –t. We conclude that errors with subject–verb agreement in Dutch SLI may also be affected by impaired verb inflection representations, in particular of the –t suffix. The variability observed in our study is in line with Clahsen’s (2008) claim that “agreement is not completely absent in SLI, but ... the adult agreement paradigm seems to be incomplete with problems focusing on particular forms or verb classes” (p. 177).

The observed variation would be compatible with the view that the impairment of agreement is present at the level of lexical knowledge (Clahsen, 2008). More specifically, verb inflection paradigms are incomplete in SLI (Leonard, 2007). The observation that children are insensitive to the omission of –t but sensitive to the substitution of –t by –en indicates that perceptual salience could be a mitigating factor (Leonard, 1998): Children with SLI may have developed stronger representations for the syllabic and perceptually salient form –en than for nonsyllabic –t. Apart from articulatory complexity (Bishop et al., 1996) and salience (Leonard, 1998), functional complexity could play a role. Whereas –en (in V2 position) is associated with plurality only, –t is associated with singularity and person features (third, second). Because of their aforementioned and well-documented processing and working memory limitations, children with SLI may fail to keep the different functions in mind; thus, it may take them longer and may require much exposure to map these functions onto the correct form, in particular if the form lacks perceptual salience, as does the –t suffix.
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Appendix A

Verbs Selected for Production and Processing Task

**Verbs Production/Processing Task: Third Person Omission/First Person Substitution Condition**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coda</th>
<th>Third person singular</th>
<th>Bare stem</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sonorant</td>
<td>aait /aːit/</td>
<td>aai</td>
<td>[stroke]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>duxt /ˈdyaːt/</td>
<td>duw</td>
<td>[push]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>slaat /ˈslaat/</td>
<td>sla</td>
<td>[beat]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricative</td>
<td>leest /ˈleːst/</td>
<td>lees</td>
<td>[read]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>geeft /ˈɡeːft/</td>
<td>geef</td>
<td>[give]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wast/blaast /ˈvoːst/blaast/</td>
<td>was/blaas*</td>
<td>[wash/blow]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plosive</td>
<td>drink /ˈdrɪŋk/</td>
<td>drink</td>
<td>[drink]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>koopt /ˈkɔːpt/</td>
<td>koopt</td>
<td>[buy]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>knipt /ˈknipt/</td>
<td>knip</td>
<td>[cut]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The stem of the verb *wash* (was) is homophonous with the singular past tense form of *be*. For this reason, a resembling but different verb was chosen (*blow*). Note that in the substitution condition, no issues arose because the plural past form of *be* is irregular (*waren* and not *wassen*).

**Verbs Processing Task: Third Person Substitution Condition**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coda</th>
<th>Third person singular</th>
<th>Bare stem</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sonorant</td>
<td>gooit /ˈɡoʊit/</td>
<td>gooien</td>
<td>[throw]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>neernt /ˈnɛrnt/</td>
<td>nemen</td>
<td>[take]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tekent /ˈtekɛnt/</td>
<td>teken</td>
<td>[draw]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricative</td>
<td>past /ˈpɑːst/</td>
<td>passen</td>
<td>[fit]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wast /ˈwɑːst/</td>
<td>wassen</td>
<td>[wash]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>poeist /ˈpɔːist/</td>
<td>poetsen</td>
<td>[clean]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plosive</td>
<td>kijkt /ˈkiːkt/</td>
<td>kijken</td>
<td>[look]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kookt /ˈkɔkkt/</td>
<td>koken</td>
<td>[cook]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>zoekt /ˈzuːkt/</td>
<td>zoeken</td>
<td>[search]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


### Appendix B

Words in the Nonword Repetition (NWR) Task

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coda</th>
<th>Word-final</th>
<th>Word-medial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sonorant</td>
<td>klaat /klaat/</td>
<td>verblaate /verblaate/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vaait /vaait/</td>
<td>vermaaite /vermaaite/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>puwt /puwt/</td>
<td>veruwte /veruwte/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricative</td>
<td>dast /dast/</td>
<td>verpaste /verpaste/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>peeft /pe:f:/</td>
<td>keeft /ke:f:/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plosive</td>
<td>moopt /mo:pt/</td>
<td>versopte /versopte/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>binkt /binkt/</td>
<td>rikte /rikte/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>